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Abstract. As the technology of mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) develops, many new kinds of applications in
this field emerge. The group-oriented services which take advantage of the broadcasting nature of wireless network
are of much importance. Therefore, multicasting protocols in MANET are receiving increased attention. This
paper gives a general survey of the state-of-the-art technologies in multicasting protocols over MANET after a short
discussion of the more traditional tree-based and mesh-based multicast routing protocols. These new technologies
are analyzed and classified according to their underlying principles. At last, we give a brief introduction to two other
multicasting protocols, which are different from the others due to their special focuses.
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1. Introduction. A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) [1] [12], is a dynamic self-confi-
gurable wireless network, which has no fixed infrastructure or central administration. These
characteristics make MANETs suitable for mission-critical applications, such as disaster re-
covery, crowd control, search and rescue and automated battlefield communications, yet make
the routing in MANETs very difficult. Nodes can move arbitrarily, network topology can
change frequently and unpredictably, and the bandwidth and battery power are limited. For
these reasons, the development of routing protocols in MANET is extremely challenging.
Multicast plays an important role in MANET. Many ad hoc network applications need the
nodes to work as a group to carry out a given job. This kind of application is efficient due to
the broadcast nature of wireless network for it can improve the efficiency of the wireless links.
As a result, multicast routing has become a research focus recently, and various multicasting
protocols in MANET have been proposed.

Multicasting is the transmission of data packets to more than one node sharing one mul-
ticasting address. The senders and receivers form the multicast group. Actually, there could
be more than one sender in a multicast group, so it is group-oriented computing. In wired
networks, some well established routing protocols can provide efficient multicast, but when it
comes to MANETs, these protocols may fail due to some unique characteristics of MANETs.
When designing protocols for ad hoc network multicast, some key issues should be kept in
mind. These include constant update of delivery paths, dynamic group membership, and as
little state information as possible. Several multicast routing protocols have been proposed
for MANET, which can be classified as eithertree-basedor mesh-basedaccording to the
kind of routes they create. In the former, all the routes forms a tree infrastructure with the
source node as the root, thus there is only one single path between every pair of sender and
receiver. Obviously, it’s very efficient since the routing information needs to be maintained
is very little. In the latter, a mesh infrastructure is maintained as the routing information, that
is, more than one path between each sender and receiver pair exists, so it is more robust but
less efficient. Both use similar routing discovery and maintenance methods. They use some
kind of ‘scoped flooding’ to find the routes, and store the route information in the routing
table of the intermediate nodes (always noted asforwarding nodes). The data delivery just
follows this routing information. Routes are periodically updated and recovered when fail-
ure occurs. More recently, there are trends toward methods which aim to reduce the state
information in the network and thus to reduce the overhead. Examples areoverlay-based
approach, backbone-based approach, andstateless approach, which all reduce the protocol
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FIG. 2.1.Multicast tree construction of DVMRP. (a) Broadcast ofAdvertisemessage. (b) Source-based short-
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states in some way.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents an overview of the more

traditional tree-based and mesh-based multicasting protocols. Section III introduces the latest
technologies for multicasting in MANETs with analysis and classification. Section IV gives
a brief comment on two new multicasting protocols which focus on reliable multicasting.
Concluding remarks are made in Section V.

2. Multicasting Protocols in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks. MANET is a highly dynamic
environment, so the traditional well established multicasting protocols cannot be deployed
directly to it. Some modification and extension should be made while considering all the
constraints, such as dynamic network topology, limited bandwidth and power. The new pro-
tocols should avoid global flooding, should dynamically build the routes, and should update
both routes and memberships periodically.

2.1. Tree-based Multicasting Protocols.This tree-based concept is borrowed from the
multicasting protocols in wired networks. Since efficiency can be achieved and robustness
is not a critical issue in the stable wired network, most multicast methods are tree-based,
eithersource-or shared-tree-based. The former one will construct a multicast tree among
all the member nodes for each source node; usually this is a shortest path tree. This kind of
protocol is more efficient for the multicast, but has too much routing information to maintain
and has less scalability. The latter one constructs only one multicast tree for a multicast
group including several source nodes. Every source uses this tree to do multicast. Usually
the shared tree constructed is a minimum spanning tree. Since the path between a sender and
a receiver is not necessarily the shortest path, the shared-tree-based protocol is less efficient
than the source-based protocol in doing multicast, but it reduces the overhead greatly by
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maintaining less routing information. To let these multicasting protocols work in MANET,
some modification and extension should be made. The following two protocols are developed
for MANET.

DVMRP (Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol) [18]. This protocol uses reverse
path algorithm to construct a source-based multicast tree in a multicast group for each source
node. In DVMRP, there are two main phases to construct a multicast tree. A source node
will broadcast anAdvertisemessage at the first phase. Every intermediate node will forward
this message if the link from which it gets the message is on the shortest path back to the
source. At the same time, every node can decide its parent node, which is the previous node
on its shortest path to the source. Therefore, the parent-child relationship is established and
a shortest path tree rooted on the source node among all the nodes is constructed (see Figure
2.1 (b)). The second phase is pruning. Every leaf node, if it is not a group member, will send
a prunemessage to its parent node. The intermediate parent node will send aprunemessage
to its parent if there is no group member in the subtree rooted by itself, as shown in Figure
2.1 (c). In this way, the subtrees without member nodes are pruned by being deleted from
their parent’s forwarding table. Therefore, the source-based multicast tree is established (see
Figure 2.1 (d)). Later, when a non-member node wants to join this multicast group, it will
send agraft message to its parent. The parent will forward thegraft message upstream until
the message reaches an on-tree (this group’s multicast tree) node. In this way, this branch is
grafted on the source-based multicast tree.
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FIG. 2.3.Creation of forwarding mesh in ODMRP.

MAODV (Multicast On-demand Distance Vector routing protocol) [19]. This protocol
uses broadcast to find the route in an on-demand way and constructs a shared routing tree.
The node who wants to join a multicast group or has data to send will broadcast aRoute
Request (RREQ)message. This message will be rebroadcasted by all the intermediate nodes
until it reaches an on-tree (this group’s multicast tree) node. This on-tree node can then reply
a Request Response (RREP)message by unicast along the reverse path to the sender. The
sender node may get more than one RREP, if so, it will select the best one based on sequence
number and hop count, then unicast anactivation messagealong this selected path. Every
intermediate node on this path will be a forwarding node. It sets up entry in its routing table
to add the sender and itself on the tree (see Figure 2.2). In this way, the multicast tree has
only a single path to any tree node. This protocol uses hard state in its routing table, that is
to say, the state information is updated when failure occurs, contrary to soft state, in which
routing table is updated periodically. When a link failure occurs, it will be detected and some
kind of repair will be done.

There are some other tree-based protocols, such as MOSPF (Multicast extension to Open
Shortest Path First Protocol) [17] and LAM (Lightweight Adaptive Multicast) [10].

2.2. Mesh-based Multicasting Protocols.Correspondingly, the mesh-based method is
much more suited for MANET, which demands more robustness of the protocol. That is,
when a route fails, which is common in mobile ad hoc networks, there should be another
route to deliver the data. It is the redundancy of the routes that provides the fault tolerance.

ODMRP (On-Demand Multicast Routing Protocol) [14]. This protocol uses the concept
of ‘forwarding node’ to do the multicasting. It finds some nodes (group member nodes or
non-member nodes) to be ‘forwarding node’ in the whole network, and only these nodes will
forward multicast messages. The source on-demand establishes the routes by broadcasting
theJoinDatamessage with TTL. This message is periodically generated to refresh both the
membership and routes. Every intermediate node will add the upstream node’s ID in its own
routing table upon receiving this message. The message will be forwarded until it reaches
a group member. The group member then creates aJoinTablemessage and broadcasts this
message to its neighbors. Every neighbor node will know that itself is on the path between
the source and the group member if the next hop ID in one of the entries of theJoinTable
message meets its own ID. This neighbor node then establishes itself as aforwarding node.
It sets theForwarding Group Flagon. Then it builds its ownJoinTablemessage based on
routing table and propagates it on until the message reaches the source via the shortest path
(see Figure 2.3). The mesh of forwarding nodes is established in this way. This forwarding
group supports the shortest paths between any member pairs. The source can send data to all
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FIG. 2.4.Creation of forwarding group in FGMP.

the group members with the help of the mesh. Only the forwarding nodes will forward the
multicast data. It is a soft state protocol and there is no need for the group members to send
explicit messages to leave the group. Members can stop working at any time, and this change
can be detected by the periodic refreshment.

FGMP (Forwarding Group Multicast Protocol) [3]. This protocol also uses the concept
of forwarding groupto keep track of nodes which participate in data transmission, but not
the traditional links. The source just broadcasts data, and only the forwarding nodes will
rebroadcast it. This protocol actually is a kind of ‘limited scope’ flooding. Each forwarding
node maintains only two parameters. One is a flag which indicates the forwarding node’s
status ofonor off, the other is a timer. The forwarding node is only effective before the timer
expires. This protocol is the twin method to ODMRP, only the way to create the forwarding
group is different. The creation and maintenance of the forwarding group can be done in a
sender-initiateway or areceiver-initiateway, that is, either a sender node advertises itself
and begins the mesh construction procedure or a receiver does so. They are quite the same,
generally. The former is more efficient when there are less senders than receivers in the
multicast group. In receiver advertising method, each receiver will flood its membership
periodically. The sender collects this information to create and update amember table. The
sender creates theforwarding tablebased on themember tableand some preexisting routing
tables. Then it broadcasts theforwarding tableto all the neighbors. Only the neighbors which
are in the next hop list of theforwarding tablewill accept it and create their own forwarding
tables. They rebroadcast the table until it at last reaches the receiver (see Figure 2.4). By this
forwarding table transmission, the forwarding nodes are selected. Some newly developed
methods use dominating set to create and maintain the forwarding group.

There are some other mesh-based protocols, such as CAMP (Core-Assisted Mesh Proto-
col) [6] and NSMP (Neighbor Supporting ad hoc Multicast Routing Protocol) [13].
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2.3. Hybrid Multicasting Protocol. There is a hybrid approach named AMRoute (Ad
hoc Multicast Routing) [22]. This protocol is a combination of tree-based and mesh-based
methods to seek both efficiency and robustness. It has two main procedures. One is mesh
creation, the other is tree creation. It first creates the virtual mesh links among the group
members based on the physical links. A logic core will be selected from the members in this
procedure. It then uses this mesh to establish the multicast tree. The logical core will initiate
the tree creation. The tree can stay unchanged even if the topology of the network changes, as
long as the links between the core node and tree members still work with the help of virtual
mesh. The neighbors on the multicast tree are connected by the underlying unicast tunnels
which have the responsibility to deal with dynamic network topology. Both the tree and mesh
are quite static (see Figure 3.1).

More detailed information about these two kinds of multicasting protocols can be found
in a recent survey [4]. In [15], some performance evaluation and comparison of these proto-
cols is presented.

3. New Technologies of Multicast Routing Protocols in MANET. The multicasting
protocols in MANET discussed above are much more traditional. They have some disadvan-
tages. When the network size or number of source nodes increases, their performance will
decrease significantly. Take ODMRP for instance, which can exhibit a high package delivery
ratio even at high mobility; it will suffer from higher control overhead when the application
scales. With some analysis, we can find that, in ODMRP, the source node initially floods
a JoinReqpackage to the whole network, then the expected group members will send back
JoinReplypackages along the reverse paths to the source. All the intermediate nodes will
becomeforwarding nodesto establish the routes. The state information is maintained by pe-
riodically flooding theJoinReqcontrol package. This protocol provides the robust routes at
the expense of increased overhead. This will lead to inefficiency when the network or group
is large. The new trend of design of multicasting protocols in MANET is to reduce such
overhead. Some efforts have been made in this field. We classified these new technologies
into the following four categories.

• Overlay-based multicasting. This method constrains the protocol states within the
group members, to avoid the explosion of state information if it is kept in all the
forwarding nodes.

• Backbone-based multicasting. In these protocols, the state information is confined
within the virtual backbone only.

• Stateless multicasting. In these protocols, there is no need to maintain any states in
the forwarding nodes at all.
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• Other multicasting protocols. The protocols of this category use an explicit way to
reduce the control overhead of some existing protocols. They are a form of direct
extension of the traditional ones.

3.1. Overlay-based Multicasting Protocols.The management of state information of
multicasting protocols includes periodic updating of the routing tables to maintain the correct-
ness of the routing structure, either a tree or a mesh. Since the traditional protocols involve
both the group member nodes and non-member nodes, say, forwarding nodes, to maintain
the state information, they will encounter the problem of scalability. One way to address this
problem is to constrain the protocol states only in the group member nodes. In the overlay
multicast, a virtual infrastructure is built on the top of the underlying physical links among
only group members. The links in the virtual network are unicast tunnels in the physical net-
work. The virtual network will deal with the multicast functionalities while the underlying
physical links’ job is to provide a best-effort unicast datagram service.

The AMRoute [22] discussed before is this kind of protocol in some ways. It tries to use
the infrastructure of both tree and mesh to achieve better performance, meanwhile the overlay
network forms. But a big problem of the overlay multicast method is that the relatively
static upper network may cause redundancy in date delivery in the existence of the change of
underlying topology. We can see this in Figure 3.2. In (b), there is a redundant data delivery
link between nodeA andC if the overlay network remains unchanged. The more efficient
solution is (c). AMRoute can’t solve this kind of problem because the shared upper tree
structure is always built based on the static virtual mesh information.

In [8], a new overlay multicast protocol for MANET called PAST-DM is put forward. It
can effectively alleviate the overlay network problem mentioned above. It uses the frequently
updated link states to maintain the virtual mesh, and develops a novelsource-based steiner
treealgorithm to construct the upper source-based tree infrastructure. Both these aspects can
help it avoid the redundant link problem in some ways. Just like AMRoutes, the multicast
begins with the creation of the virtual mesh on the top of the physical links. All the member
nodes periodically exchangeGroupReqmessages to discover and keep track of the neighbors.
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By doing so, each member node can get the group topology; it then represents the topology
as a link state table. The group members can form a dynamic virtual mesh. Each source of
the group will construct its own source-based data delivery tree based on its local link table
using thesource-based steiner treealgorithm. If we denote the distance between the source
nodes and noden asds(n), then the distance between source node to a virtual link(n1, n2)
can be defined asds(n1, n2) = min[ds(n1), ds(n2)]. If c(n1, n2) denotes the cost of virtual
link (n1, n2), then the‘adaptive cost’of this link to the source is given asac(n1, n2) =
ds(n1, n2)∗c(n1, n2). The source can create its steiner tree by selecting the smallest‘adapted
cost’ links. In Figure 7, we can see that all the neighbors of source node have0 as the adaptive
value, so they will be first-level children of the source. The tree grows by including the nearest
receiver to itself gradually. The source doesn’t need to compute the whole tree. It can group
the receivers (all the other group members) and send each first-level child a unicast packet
with the subgroup receivers in the packet header. The child will create the sub-tree rooted
at itself according to the most recent information and do the data forwarding (See Figure 3.3
(c)). Because the multicast tree can be updated during the next incoming link state exchange,
the newly constructed tree is always the most efficient one.

3.2. Backbone-based Multicasting Protocols.The backbone-based multicasting pro-
tocols use another method to constrain the state information. They select some nodes to form
a virtual backbone of the network, and the state information can only be held in the backbone
nodes.

The adaptive backbone-based multicast protocol for ad hoc networks [9] is such a pro-
tocol. It is based on a two-tier hierarchical approach. The backbone is composed of the
core nodes which will forward the multicast data among themselves; the maintenance and
forwarding of the membership are done only in the inside local group rooted at a core. This
combines both the effectiveness of the flooding scheme and the efficiency of the tree scheme.
There are also some other backbone-based multicast protocols in MANET [7], [20], but they
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all use the concept of dominating set to create the backbone. That is, every node in the net-
work is just one hop away from a core or it is a core itself. This method has the problem
that the number of cores is in the same order of the number of nodes. They can’t effectively
reduce the control overhead by constraining the multicast in backbone nodes. The adaptive
backbone-based approach creates theAdaptive Dynamic Backbone(ADB) which allows the
noncore nodes to be far away from the cores as long as the mobility in the nodes’ local area is
not that high. The ADB creates a forest with several trees of various depth. If the local area
of a tree is relatively static, the depth of the tree is allowed to be large, otherwise it has to be
small (see Figure 3.4). So it is adaptive according to local current network environment.

At first, every member node will set itself to be a core and send out aHello message to
its neighbors. When a node receives thisHello message from other nodes, it will calculate the
heightvalue, which is some kind of metric such as detected link failure frequency, remaining
power or degree of connectivity,et al. As an example, we can use the three-parameter tuple
(nlff−1,degree,id)as theheightvalue (nlff is normal link failure frequency). Then it will
decide whether it should remain a core or become another core’s child based on theheight
values. If it chooses to be another core’s child, it will record the core’s information and when
it sends out its nextHello message, it will indicate its core’s information and also replace
its original link failure frequency with a new accumulatednlff. In this method of message
exchange, the cores are selected to form the backbone. The trees rooted at cores won’t be
too high with the limitation of ‘accumulatednlff constraint’ or ‘hop limit constraint’. The
height of a tree depends on the mobility of nodes in that area. Every node also maintains the
core forwarding table. It can get some information about other cores which are not its parent
core viaHello messages of its neighbors who do not belong to the same core. Then it just
records the routing information to those other cores. In acore-forward-updateperiod, every
child sends itscore forwarding tableto its parent. At last these tables reach the cores, thus
the cores know the routes to other cores. When a node wants to join a multicast group, it just
sends out aJoin-Requestto its parent. If the parent is not already part of the forwarding tree, it
keeps forwarding the message upstream and sets itself as aforwarding node, otherwise, it will
ignore the message. In this way, a multicast forwarding tree is constructed, which is rooted
at the core and spans all members in this local group. When sending data, the group member
will locally broadcast the packet, and the forwarding nodes will rebroadcast the packet. When
the data reaches the core, the core will relay it in the backbone range by encapsulating the
packet into aCORE-FORWARDmessage and forwarding it to the next hop core(s) in itscore
forwarding table. When other cores get the message, they remove theCORE-FORWARD
header and do the group level multicast as described before.

The backbone topology is much more simple and stable compared with that of the whole
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network. But the cores are ‘hot spots’ of the network, and this will put limits on the horizonal
scalability of the network, and the number of the local groups, because all the multicast
packets will pass the same set of core nodes.

3.3. Stateless Multicasting Protocols.The multicasting protocols discussed so far have
some state information maintained at the forwarding nodes to keep the routing structure.
Recently, there is a shift towards designing stateless protocols for MANETs. These protocols
do not require the routing information to be kept at forwarding nodes at all to further reduce
overhead. The following two protocols use different methods to achieve this goal.

Differential Destination Multicast (DDM) [11]. This is a stateless MANET multicast
routing protocol for small communication groups. In DDM, the source node explicitly men-
tions the destination addresses by encapsulating them in the headers of the data packets. The
intermediate nodes with the DDM agents on them will take charge of the delivery of the pack-
ets. They will look into the header of the packet to find out the destinations, then query the
underlying unicast protocol to find out the next hop information (see Figure 3.5). In this way,
the forwarding nodes won’t need to keep any multicast routing information. But it is obvious
that this protocol only suits the small size communication group because with the growth of
the group, the packet header will become larger and larger and lose efficiency.

In DDM, the source node controls the membership information. This protocol has two
modes. One is stateless, just as described above, in which the forwarding nodes rely on
the underlying unicast protocol to forward every packet; the other is soft state. In soft state
mode, the forwarding nodes will remember the destinations of the last packet sent and the
corresponding next hop information. The following packets sent by the same source do not
need to have thedestination headers. They can be forwarded based on the in-band informa-
tion at the forwarding nodes. Only when the destination list has some change, does the source
need to notify the forwarding nodes; thus, the namedifferential destination.

When a node is interested in some multicast group, it will unicast aJoin message to the
source node. The source node will decide whether to accept it according to some admission
policy. It will then unicast theACK message to the node and add it to themember list (ML).
This ML list kept in the source node should be refreshed periodically. The source will set a
POLL flag in the outgoing packet every several packets. The destination nodes will unicast
theJoinmessage to the source on receiving this special packet to show its existence.

This protocol is not a general purpose multicast protocol, for it can’t work well with large
group size due to the header-encoded mechanism. But it can excel in the horizonal scalability,
which is the growth of the number of the multicast groups.

Effective Location-Guided Tree Construction Algorithm (LGT) [2]. LGT is another
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multicast protocol in MANET for small communication group. In this protocol, an upper
overlay packet delivery tree is created on top of the underlying unicast protocol. The multicast
packet is encapsulated in a unicast envelope and unicasted among the group members. The
difference between LGT and DDM is that in DDM, the distribution tree is not controlled by
the upper transport layer, but in LGT, the tree is constructed with the flexibility of adding
upper layer’s packet routing in order to minimize the overall bandwidth cost of the tree. Also
the DDM requires all nodes to cooperate, but the LGT needs only the group member nodes
to do so.

The operation of this protocol is similar to DDM. The source node will control the mem-
bership of the group and send out packets with destination-included headers. The forwarding
nodes will construct a data distribution tree based on the destination list they get from data
packets. The tree is composed of all the group nodes. Then the forwarding nodes use the un-
derlying unicast protocol to forward the packets. The main part of this protocol is the design
of the tree construction algorithm. Two of these algorithms are developed. One islocation-
guided k-ary tree (LGK)algorithm, the other islocation-guided steiner tree (LGS)algorithm.
Both utilize the geometric location information of the destination nodes as the heuristics to
construct the tree without knowing the global topology of the whole network. These algo-
rithms are distributed; each node is responsible for the construction of the outgoing branch of
its level and also data forwarding.

In LGK, the source node selects thek nearest destination nodes as its children and groups
the remaining nodes to each child according to geometric proximity. It then sends a copy of
the packet to each child. This child will do the same procedure to forward the packet until all
destination nodes get the packet. In this way, the packets are forwarded along thek-ary tree
to the destination via unicast routing. The LGS tree is constructed using a modified version
of theTakahashi-Matsuyamaheuristic. The difference is that it uses the geometric distance
as the measurement of closeness and only the group member nodes can be used as the tree
nodes. The source will select the nearest neighbor to form the first link of the tree. Then
at each iteration, the nearest unconnected destination to the tree will be added onto the tree
(see Figure 3.6). These two algorithms are used under different conditions to achieve better
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performance. The LGS tree has lower bandwidth cost when the location information of the
nodes is up-to-date. When that location information becomes difficult to keep up-to-date, the
difference of cost between the two algorithms is not that significant. So the LGK should be
used to take advantage of its lower distribution delay and computational complexity.

3.4. Other Multicasting Protocols. In [5], some modification is made to ODMRP. It
dynamically classifies the source nodes intoactiveandpassivemodes; only theactiveones
perform the function of periodic routing refreshment. In this way, the new protocol named
dynamic core based multicast routing protocol (DCMP), can successfully reduce the control
overhead by reducing the number of forwarding nodes. The simulation shows that it can
increase the multicast efficiency by10− 15% compared with ODMRP.

In DCMP, source nodes are classified into three categories,active sources, core active
sources, andpassive sources. The active sources are the same as the sources in ODMRP. They
will broadcastJoinReqmessages when they have data to send or to maintain the routing. The
passive sourceswon’t do this. When they have data to send, they will forward the data to the
core active sourcesto which they belong, which are selected from theactive sourcesto act as
agents to one or morepassive sourcesand are in charge of forwarding thepassive sources’
data to group members.

At first, every source isactive source. It can broadcast theJoinReqpacket when it has
data to send, just like the operation in ODMRP with the exception that the packet has an
additional flag calledCoreAcceptanceFlag, which indicates whether this source can support
some otherpassive sourcesor not, according to its own parameterMaxPassSize. For example,
A broadcasts aJoinReqpacket. When anactive source, say,B, receives this packet, it will
change its status topassive sourceif the following three conditions are met: (a) theCoreAc-
ceptanceFlagin this packet is set to on; (b) the distance between these two sourcesA andB
is less than the predefined parameterMaxHop; (c) the ID of sourceB (ToBePassive source)
is less than the original sourceA (ToBeCore source). If so, it will reply a PassReqpacket to
A, and come into theToBePassive sourcemode. After that it will neither becomecore active
sourcefor other nodes nor sendPassReqto other nodes. TheToBeCore sourcenodeA will
decide to beB’s core or not, then send back again anotherConfirmpacket to letB know. In
this method of message exchange, the intermediate nodes will create routing in their routing
tables. When thepassive sourcehas data to send, it will forward it to itscore active source
along the already existing path. Due to the mobility of nodes, it is possible for thepassive
sourceto move too far away from itscore active source. It can detect this by receiving the
core’s JoinReqafter its movement. It then will send thePassReqpacket with theCoreReq
field reset to thecore. Then both of them together with the intermediate nodes know about
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FIG. 4.1.RALM operation.

the status change. In Figure 3.7, we can see that the number of forwarding nodes is less than
in ODMRP.

The numbers ofpassive active sourcesandcore active sourcesare bounded by the pa-
rametersMaxPassSizeandMaxHop. If the number ofpassive active sourcesis large, the
control overhead can be reduced sharply, but the routing mesh will be of less robustness be-
cause only theactive sourcesare in charge of the maintenance of the routes, which may be
deficient. This tradeoff should be considered when setting the parameters.

4. Reliable Multicasting Methods in MANET. Some efforts have been made to de-
velop reliable multicasting protocols. There are three ways to provide some extent of reliabil-
ity to multicast in the network layer. One is NACK-based method, the second is flooding, the
third is the gossip method, which is ‘flooding with some limitation’. In wired network multi-
cast, all these methods have been studied and exploited to provide reliability. But little work
has been done for MANET multicast. In this section, we will introduce two reliable multicast
protocols. One is NACK-based, the other uses the gossip-based probabilistic method.

4.1. Reliable Transport Multicasting Protocol. Reliability is a very important aspect
of multicasting protocols in MANET. However, little work has been done in this field. In
[21], theReliable Adaptive Lightweight Multicast Protocol (RALM)is put forward to address
both the reliability and congestion control problems of multicasting protocols in MANET.
This protocol uses the round-robin fashion to deliver data to one multicast member per time in
case of data loss to guarantee the reliability and uses send-and-wait approach to do congestion
control.
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The source initially multicasts data at the rate specified by the application until it detects
some data loss by receiving theNACKmessages unicasted from some member nodes. Then
begins the recovery phase. The source node adds the senders ofNACK to its Receiver List.
It will then select nodes from theReceiver Listto do the recovery one by one until the list is
empty. The source selects a receiver from the list; it then retransmits the data missed by this
receiver by multicasting and puts this receiver’s ID in the packet header. Only this receiver
is allowed to respond to the source by unicasting anACK message after it has gotten all the
missed data. Other receivers who have missed the same data packets can get the data too
because of the multicasting. They are not allowed to sendACKat this time, instead, they will
send backACKwhen next selected by source to do recovery. The source will re-multicast the
lost data after a predefined time expires in case it’s lost again, until finally it gets the receiver’s
ACK. This receiver can then be deleted from the source’sReceiver List. The source node will
repeat this procedure until the list is empty. It can then revert to the original application
sending rate. In this way, the source node is self-clocked and can ensure it won’t send data
faster than theACK is received when congestion occurs. As in Figure 4.1, if sender nodeA
receivesNACK from nodeD, E andF and their lost data information (D lost data1, 2, 3; E
lost 2, 3; F lost4, 5), its receiver list will be ‘D,E,F’, (see Figure 4.1 (a)). Then it randomly
selects one, sayD, and re-multicasts the data missed byD. D will reply an ACK message
after it gets all these packets. ThenD is removed fromA’s list (see Figure 4.1 (b)). Other
destinations won’t reply even if they miss the same data. For instance,E has missed some
part of data withD. It will reply ACK message after the source has begun to resend lost data
by denotingE’s address in the multicast packet header, (see Figure 4.1 (c)). ThenE will be
deleted from the receiver list. The sender selects the next node from the list until it’s empty.

RALM is a reliable, rate-based, congestion controlled multicasting protocol. The focus
is to provide reliability of the multicasting protocol, not the routing approach itself as the
others do. It only suits the small multicast group because the round-robin approach limits its
scalability.

4.2. Probabilistic Reliable Multicast in Ad Hoc Networks. In [16], a Route Driven
Gossip (RDG)method is developed to provide the probabilistic reliable multicast in MANET.
The deterministic protocols for multicast in MANET suffer from the tradeoff between reli-
ability and scalability very much due to the instability of the MANET. As a matter of fact,
these existing deterministic protocols provide no reliability guarantees at all. The protocols
establish exact routes to let messages go to every member in the group with large overhead.
Due to the network’s congestion, link layer failure or nodes movement, still not every mem-
ber can get all the messages. On the contrary, if we let the multicast protocol be probabilistic,
such as gossip-based, maybe we can achieve better reliability with less overhead. The main
idea of using gossip to do routing is that there is no deterministic pre-established routes, every
member node has routes to some other member nodes. Therefore, when a member node gets
a message, it will forward the message to a small part of the group. After several rounds,
this message spreads through the whole group and all the members can get it. This kind of
protocol uses controlled redundancy to achieve high reliability.

There already exist some gossip-based multicast protocols for both MANET and wired
networks. The novel RDG is aimed at the more practical specification of probabilistic relia-
bility. It uses a pure gossip scheme. All the messages, multicast packets, negative acknowl-
edgements, and membership information will be gossiped. It does not require the multicast
primitive at the network layer, and can be deployed on the top of any on-demand routing
protocols (use DSR as example).

There are three sessions in the RDG protocol. TheJoin sessionis for a node to join a
multicast group if it has data to send or wants to receive that group’s data. The node floods
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TABLE 4.1
Active views of members. A ‘?’ at Vij meansj is in the active view ofi.
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8 ? ? ?
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FIG. 4.2.Example of the execution of RDG protocol.

a GroupRequestmessage to the network to search for the group’s members. This message is
the same with theGroupRequestmessage in DSR except that RDG uses multicast group ID
as the target address. Each member who gets this message will update itsView(data structure
to store the membership information) by adding this new member and reply theGroupReply
message with probabilityPreply. The initiate node also updates its ownView by receiving
GroupReplymessages. In this way, every member can have a partial view of the multicast
group and routes to reach some other members. Multicasting is done in theGossip/Leave
session. Each node has a buffer to store data. It will periodically generate a gossip message
to F other nodes randomly chosen from itsView. This gossip message includes some data
selected from its own data buffer and also indicates the data it has missed. This selected data
will be removed from its buffer after being gossiped forτq times. Then members who receive
this gossip message will update their own data buffer and reply with the data the sender
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requests. When a member wants to leave, it also sends out a gossip message in the same
way to let others delete its information from theirViews. When the amount of information
in a member’sViewdrops below a predefined threshold, this member has to reinitiate aJoin
session. Even if this protocol is not deterministic but probabilistic, through the gossip method,
it can achieve the probabilistic reliability and only has a modest degradation when it suffers
scalability and mobility. As an example, there is a group of10 nodes,5 of them are members
of a multicast group. We defineF to be1 , τq to be2. Table 4.1 is theViewsof all the
members at a certain time. Figure 4.2 is the propagation process of a single data among them
using gossip initiated by node1. We can see that even if none of the members has a global
view of the membership, all the members can have the data packet after3 rounds.

RDG uses a probabilistically controlled flooding technique, which is gossiping, to deliver
data packets to the group members. It is in some way a stateless multicasting protocol, too.

5. Conclusions.Multicasting protocols in wired network have been well established. In
the mobile ad hoc network, it is really a challenge to design an effective multicasting protocol
due to the dynamic, non-infrastructure nature of the MANET. Although lots of work has been
done in this field, few can provide a general purpose satisfied protocol.

In this paper, we first give a brief summary on the more traditional multicasting protocols,
then lay our emphasis on the new trends and technologies in this field. We classify these
new technologies into four categories according to their underlying principles. They use the
overlay networksor backboneto limit the spread of state information, or even let the protocols
bestateless. Above all, they all apply themselves to reducing the control overhead in the old
methods to increase the performance. At last we take a look at two protocols which have their
special efforts in the aspect of reliability. One tries to use the reliable probabilistic method
to replace the deterministic one to achieve better performance, the other aims at the NACK-
based reliable method, designing the congestion control and error recovery mechanism for
multicasting protocol. The future work in the design of multicasting protocols in MANET
should try to reduce the overall control overhead to support the scalability and robustness.
Some key issues of this goal, such as the control of the spreading of the state information and
the reliability mechanism, need further study.
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